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ST. JOHN TERRIEL, noted actor and producer and origin-  
ator of the famous World War II play "South Pacific," will  
be held on Wednesday, February 15, at 8:00 p.m. in the  
chapel of the Ursinus College Union. Professor James  
Olmo, a noted theater critic, will introduce the speaker  
and give a brief sketch of Mr. Terriel's career. Mr.  
Terriel will then give a demonstration of "South Pacific"  
and answer questions. The program is sponsored by the  
Frosh Class of 1957, the Literary Society, and the  
Public Relations Committee of Alpha Delta Phi.

Frosh Class Has  
"Showboat" Dance  

At the 7-7 Gym on Friday, January 31, 1957, the members  
of the Frosh Class presented their first social program of  
the first semester with the feature of the evening being a  
dance called "Showboat." The program also included a  
short film, "Showboat," and a "fever chart," a music  
program devoted to the "Old South," and "models" of a  
decorated color box dance, a boat made out of a hand  
and decorated with a "Showboat" as a pennant. Refresh- 
sments of punch and cookies were served in "Steamboat"  
Camps.

Notice  
Signatures of The  
Ursinus Weekly and Features  
Editor of the present academic  
year.

The next number of the  
Ursinus Weekly will appear on  
Monday, February 19, 1957.

St. John Terriel to Speak at  
U. C. Forum on February 13

By James Schaefer and Carol Behrman

On February 14, 18, and 20, a special forum of the  
U. C. Forum on the theme of "Theaters of the World,"  
will be held in the Forum Room of the Ursinus  
College Union. The project is under the direction of  
Bill Kenney and Larry Foard, editors of "Ursinus,"  
and is being planned as a skit. The forum is  
Sponsored by the Forum to the student body and  
benefits of the forum. This will be the third forum of  
the First Semester. Prior forums have been held on  
the topics of "Ethics" and "Economics." The forum  
will be held from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. on the dates noted.  

A special feature of the forum will be the presentation  
of a short film of "South Pacific" by Mr. Terriel.  
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The Charge of the Pink Lemonade
by T. M. McCabe
Exams again, exams again, exams again. All into Bomberger Hall. Crowsed the eight hundred. "Forward! Pink Lemonade! Cheers for Preston!" he said. As into Bomberger Hall. Crowsed the eight hundred.

"Forward! Pink Lemonade!"
In your hands! Do not let the sun go down upon your sins. Thirst is to make reply. These are your hands. They cannot be turned back. They are for the people. It is not the time to be afraid. To do or die.

Plunged the eighth hundred.

Questions to the right of them, Psa., p. 200, the lemons are ready. Proctors to the front of them everywhere. Stroked at rule and bell towered, as they wished, such as, quickly? For our Pumpkin Pie, according to the order. Plunged the eighth hundred.

Flashed all their pencils bare, as they turned in air learning to dance. It is also an integral part of all present kinds of dancing, and probably will be a rather hard jolt last Monday.

The Puritan viewpoint on dancing is as ageless as it is practical as appeal; and it permits every member to participate actively as near.

We would like to thank the Weekly for this use of the column in expression of the will.

The Existence of Broadsheet.
In my opinion, the "news sheet" is an indispensable "extra-curricular student" to every show of the "extra-curricular," because the nature of the organization itself is not exclusive in any other medium.

I am of the opinion, I am practical as appeal; and it permits every member to participate actively as near.

Plunged the eighth hundred.

Some sits, it is erroneous for occasion publications to express one man as the "most valuable all round player." We shall not express one man as the "most valued all round extra-curricular organization at Ursinus."

The Charge of the Pink Lemonade
by T. M. McCabe
Exams again, exams again, exams again. All into Bomberger Hall. Crowsed the eight hundred. "Forward! Pink Lemonade! Cheers for Preston!" he said. As into Bomberger Hall. Crowsed the eight hundred.

Oil for the Lantern
by T. M. McCabe
In this time of evaluation for the very day and hour, the major majority of the students are faced with the apprehension that all individuality is alike, and that there is no individuality alike, that there is no individuality alike.

The Over-all program of the institution, in this case, must be the more than a second severe blow before I learned that academic studies have printed in the past few years, it seems, oh, such a shame
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Cagers Run Lose Streak to Ten; Drop to Last in M.A.C.

by Bruce MacGregor

Two fouls conversions, with 11 seconds left, led Dear Leeman gave Pennsylvania Military Academy a 4-4 Southern Middle Atlantic Conference victory over the Cagers’ First Friday night at Chast. It was Cagers’ third league defeat, while the undefeated Bears rolled up their third victory in a 12-8 league record and 1-2 total record.

Lose By A Basket

Kent Greenwat’s corner jump touched the basket rim for his previous winless Swarthmore Bears. Swarthmore, now 1-4 in conference, scored 30 points in a 13-12 lead by the Bears in the fourth period.

Harrisburg 86-54

The score was tied four times throughout the contest, including a 26-26 stalemate at halftime. Following Swarthmore’s lead in the second half with a 11-10 margin, the Bears began their rally.

Early Practice

The Cagers women’s wrestling team, under the able coaching of Lee Beiler, has been holding its practice at the Norfolk Y.M. C.A. since the Christmas recess. The girls hope to be ready for the opening of their season February 15, when they will hold a meet with Drexel.

Larry Pay, freestyle wrestler, returns again this season as captain of the team. Jackie Robbins, a sophomore at the University of Kentucky in the fall, joins the team. Beiler Vernon, backstroke and butterfly; and Judy Berry, diving. With the addition of some new wrestlers for the team this year include: Judy Binns, Linda Wolf; butterfly; and Debbie Dyer, freestyle.

There is still a need for a swimmer to fill the wish to come out now for the team will be most welcome.

To Warm Up

by Charles Shellenberger

There is an answer to flavor out there! No guesswork here! Your first puff will tell you, this filter tastes good! There’s something about a cigarette! There’s rich, full flavor here.

And a pure, snowy-white filter that does its job so well the flavor really comes through to you. That’s why Winston is America’s favorite filter smoke. Make it yours!

Smoke WINSTON...enjoy the white-light filter in the cork-smooth tip!
Home Thanks Beta Sig
For Christmas Party

Dear Mr. Cilligent,

On behalf of the Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity, I am writing to express our appreciation for the lovely Christmas party that you and Dr. Emanuel C. Sigmund, the president of Beta Sigma Lambda, fraternity, have been receiving from the fraternity since its establishment. Bethany Orphanage Home in Washington, D.C., which is supported by the fraternity, is located in the heart of the city, and it is a place where children in need find a loving home. Our goal is to provide these children with the love, care, and support they need to succeed in life.

The text of the letter is as follows:

Dear Mr. Cilligent,

On behalf of the Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity, I am writing to express our appreciation for the lovely Christmas party that you and Dr. Emanuel C. Sigmund, the president of Beta Sigma Lambda, fraternity, have been receiving from the fraternity since its establishment. Bethany Orphanage Home in Washington, D.C., which is supported by the fraternity, is located in the heart of the city, and it is a place where children in need find a loving home. Our goal is to provide these children with the love, care, and support they need to succeed in life.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

---

**Vitro Offers Early Professional Recognition**

For M.E.'s, E.E.'s, Physicists, Mathematicians

The Vitro Research and Development Laboratory in Silver Spring, Maryland, offers early professional recognition to engineers, physicists, and mathematicians. The laboratory provides a wide variety of scenery and recreational opportunities, including beaches, and a multitude of activities.

The Vitro Project group has always been a great success, and the company has continued to attract talented individuals to fill professional positions with the laboratory.

---

**FRANK JONES**

The Complete Sporting Goods
Tailor Makers of all kinds.

We are now in full stock of the latest models, the most durable and the most fashionable. Our selection is large, and our prices are reasonable.

FRANK JONES

---

**Laboratory Visits Scheduled By Vitro Representative**

Vitro representative will be in town to arrange for visits to the laboratory. The representative will be available to answer any questions you may have about the laboratory and its work.

---

**2 NEW MILLION DOLLAR LABS**

**ON CAMPUS TUES., FEBRUARY 12**

Make Appointment Now

Vitro representatives will be on campus to discuss the laboratory's research projects and the opportunities for professional growth. The representatives will be available to answer any questions you may have about the laboratory and its work.

---

**Vitro Technical Rep. On Campus, Tuesday, February 12**

Make Appointment Now

Vitro representatives will be on campus to discuss the laboratory's research projects and the opportunities for professional growth. The representatives will be available to answer any questions you may have about the laboratory and its work.

---

**Curriculum**

**BEGINNING**

10:00 A.M. - Freshman Literature - English 1
11:00 A.M. - Freshman Mathematics - Mathematics 1
12:00 P.M. - Freshman Chemistry - Chemistry 1
1:00 P.M. - Freshman Physics - Physics 1
2:00 P.M. - Freshman Biology - Biology 1
3:00 P.M. - Freshman History - History 1
4:00 P.M. - Freshman Foreign Language - French 1
5:00 P.M. - Freshman Fine Arts - Fine Arts 1
6:00 P.M. - Freshman Physical Education - Physical Education 1
7:00 P.M. - Freshman Music - Music 1
8:00 P.M. - Freshman Drama - Drama 1
9:00 P.M. - Freshman Home Economics - Home Economics 1